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FEATURES

loose cut, for multiple fitting
velcro zip coverstrap or windproof zip
rubbering on waist
YKK zip

grips on different places
extra DZ embroideries

full range of sizes: from kids to XXL

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan or Belga Polycotton or Cordura 600
Cordura (zip cover strap)
Brunico VX elastic parts (neck & cuffs)

ABOUT

TUNNEL

Made of the best quality materials, strengthened 
sewing, same as our custom made suits. Thanks 
for the stock sizes and the group orders Tunnels 
can get high quality Passenger suits on best 
price. All based on serious experience of 
Intrudair, a European factory which develops the 
suits as well.
One of our model has a strong velcro zip cover-
strap on the front, the other one has windproof 
zippers. According to claim You  can ask it with 
shoulder grips, or shoulder and side grips. 

Neck type: low elastic Available sizes: XS S M M/L L XL XXLCu� type: windproof cover strapZip type:
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Neck type: low elastic Available sizes: XS S M M/L L XL XXLCu� type: windproof cover strapZip type:

FEATURES

loose cut, for multiple fitting
velcro zip coverstrap or windproof zip
rubbering on waist
YKK zip

grips on different places
extra DZ embroideries

full range of sizes: from kids to XXL

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan or Belga Polycotton or Cordura 600
Cordura (zip cover strap)
Brunico VX elastic parts (neck & cuffs)

ABOUT

TUNNEL

Made of the best quality materials, strengthened 
sewing, same as our custom made suits. Thanks 
for the stock sizes and the group orders Tunnels 
can get high quality Passenger suits on best 
price. All based on serious experience of 
Intrudair, a European factory which develops the 
suits as well.
One of our model has a strong velcro zip cover-
strap on the front, the other one has windproof 
zippers. According to claim You  can ask it with 
shoulder grips, or shoulder and side grips. 
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Neck type: low elastic Available sizes: XS S M M/L L XL XXLCu� type: windproof cover strapZip type:

FEATURES

loose cut, for multiple fitting
velcro zip coverstrap or windproof zip
rubbering on waist
YKK zip

grips on different places
extra DZ embroideries

full range of sizes: from kids to XXL

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan or Belga Polycotton or Cordura 600
Cordura (zip cover strap)
Brunico VX elastic parts (neck & cuffs)

ABOUT

TUNNEL

Made of the best quality materials, strengthened 
sewing, same as our custom made suits. Thanks 
for the stock sizes and the group orders Tunnels 
can get high quality Passenger suits on best 
price. All based on serious experience of 
Intrudair, a European factory which develops the 
suits as well.
One of our model has a strong velcro zip cover-
strap on the front, the other one has windproof 
zippers. According to claim You  can ask it with 
shoulder grips, or shoulder and side grips. 
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Neck type: highlow elastic Available sizes: XS S M M/L L XL XXLCu� type:

FEATURES

loose cut, for multiple fitting
cordura bottom
rubbering on waist
YKK 0,8 cm zip
inside pocket

grips on thigh for landing
extra DZ embroideries

EXTRA OPTIONS

MATERIALS

taslan or Belga Polycotton
Cordura reinforcement
lycra elastic parts (neck & cuffs)

ABOUT

PASSENGER SUIT

Made of the best quality materials, strengthened 
sewing, same as our custom made suits. Thanks 
for the stock sizes and the group orders 
DropZones can get a high quality Passenger 
suits on best price. All based on serious experi-
ence of a European factory which develops the 
suits as well.
Our size chart covers all the possible customers 
in 100%.
For every claim, We make a proper artwork what 
is FREE. 

paSSeNGer
Suit

Plain cut
Durable material

Model 1
Extended design
Cordura knee & bottom

Model 2


